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Hot-electron transport through Ni 80Fe20 in a spin-valve transistor
R. Vlutters,a) R. Jansen, O. M. J. van ’t Erve, S. D. Kim, and J. C. Lodder
Information Storage Technology Group, MESA1 Research Institute, University of Twente, P.O. Box 217,
7500 AE Enschede, The Netherlands

Hot-electron transport in Ni80Fe20 thin films was studied using a spin-valve transistor. By varying
the NiFe thickness from 10 to 100 Å we obtain an attenuation length of 43 Å for majority-spin hot
electrons at 0.9 eV above the Fermi level. Based on such relatively long bulk attentuation lengths,
one would expect a current transfer ratio that is much larger than the measured value. We propose
that the discrepancy can be accounted for by considering interfacial scattering. Increasing the
growth quality should thus provide a means to improve the current transfer ratio. ©2001
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1357853#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The transport of hot electrons with an excess energy
'1 eV above the Fermi level in ferromagnetic metals is re
tively unexplored, but has become of practical importan
with the invention of the spin-valve transistor.1–3 The spin-
dependent hot-electron transport in Co was measured
ballistic electron emission microscopy~BEEM! by Rippard
and Buhrman,4 showing a majority- and minority-spin at
tenuation length of 23 and 8 Å, respectively. This measu
attenuation lengthl is the result of scattering with impuri
ties, defects, phonons, magnons, and other electrons.
these scattering events have their corresponding chang
energy and momentum and their characteristic lifetimet.
Furthermore, it depends on the experimental configuratio
a scattered hot electron can still contribute to the measu
current. The attenuation length is thus the effective len
scale with which this measured current decreases with
creasing layer thickness. We have determined the attenua
length in Ni80Fe20 using a spin-valve transistor in which ho
electrons are injected and collected by a Schottky diode

II. THEORY

The spin-valve transistor has an emitter/base/colle
structure in which the emitter and collector are made of s
con and the base contains a metallic spin valve. At both s
of the spin valve, Schottky barriers are formed in the silic
Electrons are emitted over the emitter barrier into the me
which results in electrons with an excess energy of'0.9 eV
above the Fermi level. Almost all of their momentum is pe
pendicular to the silicon–metal interface, due to the hu
acceleration between the Schottky barrier maximum and
silicon–metal interface. These electrons have to tra
through the base where they can scatter. Finally, only e
trons that have enough energy and the right momentum
pass over the collector barrier (Fb'0.8 eV) and contribute
to the collector current. So the collector current (I C) is only
a fraction of the emitter current (I E) and this depends on th
transfer ratiosae , ab , and ac of the respective emitter
base, and collector

a!Electronic mail: r.vlutters@el.utwente.nl
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I C5@ae3ab3ac#I E1I leak. ~1!

Furthermore, parasitic leakage current (I leak) also contributes
to the collector current and should be smaller than the tra
mitted hot-electron current.

The emitter and collector transfer ratioae and ac are
due to scattering with optical phonons in the silicon regi
between the maximum of the Schottky barrier and
metal–silicon interface. Furthermore, electrons can backs
ter from the collector due to quantum mechanical reflectio
The combined emitter and collector transfer has be
calculated5,6 and experimentally7 verified by Szeet al. in
metal base transistors, which have the same structure
with a single metal layer in the base. They found thatae

3ac'0.4 in the case of Si–Si metal base transistors.
The transfer ratio of the baseab is related to the scatter

ing events in the base. Inelastic scattering, for example
electron–electron interaction, will generally lower the ho
electron energy below the collector barrier, thereby preve
ing collection@see Fig. 1~a!#. Elastic scattering, as on impu
rities and defects results in a change of momentum with
loss of energy. So an electron can scatter elastically sev
times, and only if the electron momentum is within the a
ceptance cone8,9 can it contribute to the collector current@see
Fig. 1~b!#. In the case of quasielastic scattering, like
phonons and magnons, both energy and momentum are
portant.

In the case that the injected distribution is highly fo
ward focussed in the bulk, both elastic and inelastic scat
ing contribute to the attenuation. But when the electron m
mentum distribution in the metal layers has beco
isotropic, additional elastic scattering has little effect, a
inelastic scattering will mainly contribute to the attenuati
length. So experimental details determine how the atten
tion length is related to elastic and inelastic scatter
lengths. The combination of these bulk scattering events
sult in an exponential decay of the collector current w
base thickness. This can be described in the case
multilayer by a product over the different layers (i ) with
thicknesst i and attenuation lengthl i :

ab5)
i

e2t i /l i. ~2!
5 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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Note, that in ferromagnetic materials the attenuation len
is spin dependent.

III. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION

The spin-valve transistor is made by bonding two mo
erately dopedn-type silicon~100! wafers together, becaus
this is the only way to obtain single crystalline silicon o
both the emitter and collector side. Prior to the bonding
cleaning procedure with HNO3 to remove organic contami
nants, tetramethylammonium hydroxide to remove all silic
particles, and a final HF dip to remove oxides is perform
After this cleaning the wafers are mounted on a bond
robot which can be triggered in vacuum. The layers of
spin valve~Pt 30 Å /NiFex Å/Au 45 Å/Co 30 Å! is depos-
ited on the emitter wafer. Next, a 20 Å Au layer is deposit
on both the emitter and collector, while bringing them in
contact.10 After these steps, the emitter wafer is thinn
down to several microns and patterned to form the emit
by photolithography and wet etching. Next, the base reg
is defined by lithography and ion-beam etching. Finally,
device can be contacted and measured.11

The collector current was measured in a series of s
valve transistors with a NiFe thickness ranging from 10
100 Å. All devices were cooled down to 100 K and an em
ter current of 2 mA was applied. Furthermore, the transis
are placed in an in-plane magnetic field of 250 Oe to ass
a parallel alignment of the spin valve. In Fig. 2 we show t
collector current versus NiFe layer thickness. We find t
the collector current decays exponentially with increas
NiFe layer thickness, as expected from Eq.~2!. The fit gives
an attenuation length of 4363 Å. This is the attenuation
length for majority-spin electrons, so for electrons with th

FIG. 1. The schematic energy diagram~a! and real-space momentum pictur
~b! of the SVT. In the energy diagram, the emitter (Fb50.9 eV) and col-
lector (Fb50.8 eV) Schottky barriers are shown. In the momentum pictu
three possible electron trajectories in the base are drawn: an electron
scatter inelastically~1! or can scatter several times elastically after which
can arrive within~2! or outside~3! the acceptance cone.
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spin aligned to the NiFe magnetization. The minority-sp
attenuation length is generally known to be much small4

and so the contribution of the minority-spin electrons to t
collector current in the parallel state of the spin valve
negligible.

Furthermore, the collector current for the NiFe 20
device is only 48 nA at an emitter current of 2 mA, giving
current transfer ratio ([I C /I E) of 2.431025. This low
transfer ratio cannot be explained by attenuation in the b
only. Taking the worst-case attenuation lengths~i.e., the
shortest! we calculate the expected transfer ratio. The
buffer layer can be silicided and for these type of layers
attenuation length of'40 Å was reported.12 The attenuation
length in Au is known to be much longer than our lay
thickness, so the influence of bulk scattering in the Au
small. Published BEEM data13,14range from 130 to 265 Å so
in our worst-case analysis an attenuation length of 130 Å
taken for Au. For Co we use the majority-spin attenuati
length of 23 Å reported by Rippard and Buhrman.4 Finally,
by including ae and ac and noting that only majority-spin
electrons will contribute, we calculate a total current trans
ratio of 8.431023. This is about 350 times too high com
pared to our measured current transfer ratio. This discr
ancy in current transfer comes from other scattering sou
located at the interfaces between the layers. For example
formation of a disordered or amorphous silicide at t
silicon/metal interface might result in very strong elas
scattering. Another source of scattering might be the me
metal interfaces of the spin valve and the bond interfa
where there can be a lot of elastic scattering due to dislo
tions, stress, and lack of epitaxy. We have modeled the e
tron transport in a spin-valve transistor with the Boltzma
equation, which describes the elastic and inelastic bulk s
tering as well as the elastic interface scattering related to
above mentioned imperfections. With this method, simi
current transfer ratios comparable to the experiment w
obtained.15 Further improvements of the layer growth, resu
ing in less bulk and interface scattering, should increase
current transfer ratio remarkably based on the found disc
ancy. This higher collector current will increase the signal
noise ratio and make the spin-valve transistor more sensi

,
an

FIG. 2. The collector current in the parallel state for seven different sp
valve transistors with their NiFe layer thickness ranging from 10 to 100
IE52 mA andT5100 K.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have determined an attenuation length of 43 Å
hot majority-spin electrons in NiFe. The hot electrons ha
an energy of'0.9 eV and are emitted and collected b
Schottky diodes. Based on this attenuation length and va
found in literature, the current transfer in the spin-valve tra
sistor cannot simply be explained by bulk scattering. Scat
ing at the interfaces might be the reason of the low obser
collector current. Increasing this collector current is essen
for applications and can be obtained by a better layer grow
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